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Abstract

We establish a variety of results extending the well-known Pon-
tryagin maximum principle of optimal control to discrete-time optimal
control problems posed on smooth manifolds. These results are orga-
nized around a new theorem on critical and approximate critical points
for discrete-time geometric control systems. We show that this theorem
can be used to derive Lie group variational integrators in Hamiltonian
form; to establish a maximum principle for control problems in the
absence of state constraints; and to provide sufficient conditions for
exact penalization techniques in the presence of state or mixed con-
straints. Exact penalization techniques are used to study sensitivity
of the optimal value function to constraint perturbations and to prove
necessary optimality conditions, including in the form of a maximum
principle, for discrete-time geometric control problems with state or
mixed constraints.

1 Introduction

The celebrated Pontryagin maximum principle [32] is a powerful tool for
analyzing continuous-time optimal control problems for finite-dimensional
nonlinear control systems. Since its discovery in the late 1950s, a consid-
erable amount of effort has been spent in extending the maximum prin-
ciple in various directions, which has resulted in a significant amount of
literature. We briefly mention two such directions: the first considers the
setting of smooth manifolds instead of Euclidean spaces (see, for example,
[2, 4, 19, 20, 35]) while the second considers discrete-time optimal control
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problems for finite-dimensional nonlinear control systems (see, for example,
[6, 27] or [8] and references therein). As discussed in [8], the formulation of
the maximum principle for discrete-time optimal control problems becomes
quite tricky since the maximization condition cannot be expected to hold
in general and in fact some of the early literature on this topic was mathe-
matically incorrect (see [6, 27] for a number of interesting counterexamples).
However, the maximization condition does hold under appropriate convexity
assumptions on the dynamics and moreover an approximate maximization
condition can be derived (under suitable assumptions) in the absence of such
assumptions (see [27, Section 6.4]).

It is quite surprising to note that there has been almost no investigation
into a maximum principle for discrete-time optimal control problems defined
on manifolds despite the fact that smooth manifolds arise quite naturally in
many practical control problems such as robotics (see, for example, [21, 22]
and references therein) and spacecraft attitude control (see, for example,
[15, 18, 31] and references therein).

Indeed the interested reader can find a wide variety of geometric control
problems in texts such as [2, 5, 9, 17].

With this motivation, in this paper we obtain necessary conditions for
optimality for discrete-time optimal control problems defined on manifolds
and thereby arrive at a maximum principle for such problems.

The maximum principle is in fact a necessary condition for a control to
be critical for a cost function, though such a control may not be minimizing.
In many cases it is useful to consider necessary conditions for a control to
be ∆-critical for ∆ ≥ 0. In particular, this paper is concerned with careful
analysis of ∆-critical points for a function

J(u) = ℓ(qn) +
n−1∑

i=0

Li(qi, ui), (1)

where (ui)
n−1
i=0 is a control sequence generating a state sequence (qi)

n
i=0

through a discrete-time geometric control system (see Definition 1.1).
For ∆ = 0 such controls are critical points of J in a classical sense.

For ∆ > 0 the notion of ∆-critical controls is closely related to that of
strong slope introduced in [13]. The reader can find a number interesting
applications of strong slope in [14] and our definition of ∆-critical, below in
Definition 2.1.
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1.1 Organization and Contributions

This paper is organized as follows. In the section following we establish
novel necessary conditions for ∆-critical controls: Theorem 2.2. As first
applications of Theorem 2.2 we (i) derive a discrete-time geometric maxi-
mum principle applicable to a wide variety of control problems, including
those arising from discretization schemes such as those of Hans Munthe-
Kaas [29] and (ii) relate critical controls to structure-preserving variational
integrators for Lie groups [24]. This section concretely demonstrates that
the maximum principle for discrete-time optimal control problems and the
Hamiltonian formulation of variational integrators are different manifesta-
tions of the same phenomenon.

We then turn to questions of exact penalization for constrained prob-
lems on manifolds, beginning in Section 4 with a derivation of a decrease
principle in a geometric setting. Such principles are well studied and of
much use in optimization [11, 30] and indeed have been considered before
in the geometric setting [3]. The main result of this section, Theorem 4.5, is
closely related to the decrease condition and solvability theorem of [3] (see
[12] for proofs in the Hilbert space setting). We provide a novel proof in
terms of Fréchet subgradient without the assumption that the underlying
Riemannian manifold is complete. In addition, while the propositions of [3]
require local assumptions on the norm of the subgradient, Theorem 4.5 re-
quires assumptions only on a closed set and its Clarke tangent cone. Finally,
the conditions of Theorem 4.5 are given in terms of directional derivatives
rather than norms of subdifferentials. As such these conditions have a direct
interpretation in terms of discrete-time controllability.

Following this we introduce a new constraint qualification, strict ϕi-
normality, for discrete-time geometric control problems. We show in Section
4 that strict ϕi-normality may be used to state sufficient conditions for exact
penalization and for calmness of the value function in a geometric setting.

In the final section of the paper we apply techniques of exact penalization
to derive maximum principles for discrete-time geometric control problems
with either pure state or mixed constraints. As an illustration of these tech-
niques, we conclude the paper with a discussion of a discrete-time geometric
optimal control problem with mixed constraints given by a family of smooth
inequality constraints gj(qi, ui) ≤ 0, although we emphasize that the results
developed below are quite general and are by no means limited to inequality
constraints.

Before continuing we provide the main definitions, notations, and stand-
ing assumptions used in this paper.
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1.2 Definitions, Notations, and Standing Assumptions

Definition 1.1. A discrete-time geometric control system is a collection of
finite-
dimensional manifolds Q and {Ui}

n−1
i=0 , not necessarily of the same dimen-

sion; a finite collection of closed sets Ui ⊆ Ui; and a finite collection {Fi}
n−1
i=0

of mappings Fi : Q× Ui → Q.

We write U ⊂
∏n−1

i=0 Ui for the set of all u satisfying ui ∈ Ui for 0 ≤ i ≤
n− 1.

Definition 1.2. A sequence u ∈ U is said to be a control sequence.

Definition 1.3. Given a control sequence u and initial state q0, a state
sequence is the sequence (qi)

n
i=0 determined for 1 ≤ i ≤ n through

qi = Fi−1(qi−1, ui−1). (2)

Throughout this paper we denote sequences using bold so that, for ex-
ample, q denotes a sequence q = (qi)

n
i=0. A sequence of sequences will be

denoted (qk)
∞
k=1 so that, for example, qk = (qk,i)

n
i=0. Letters q, r refer in all

cases to states and u, c to controls.
We typically study cost functions J : U → R for fixed q0 as defined

by (1), although variations in q0 are considered in Section 2.1. The follow-
ing assumptions are in place throughout the paper unless explicitly stated
otherwise.

Standing Assumptions: Functions ℓ and Li in (1) are locally Lips-
chitz; the maps Fi in (2) are C1-smooth; and the manifolds Ui are Rieman-
nian with metric gi.

We remark that the assumption of a Riemannian structure on Ui is
made without loss of generality. These metrics induce a product metric g
on

∏n−1
i=0 Ui through

g(v,w) :=

n−1∑

i=0

gi(vi, wi).

Finally, we will denote the pushforward of a map F : M → N through
DF (q) : TqM → TF (q)N and the pullback through DF (q)∗ : T ∗

F (q)N →

T ∗
qM . Often we will have need to write DqF (q, u) : TqQ→ TF (q,u)Q for the

partial derivative of F with respect to q. Likewise, we may write dqLi(q, u) ∈
T ∗
qQ for the partial exterior derivative of Li : Q× Ui → R.
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1.2.1 Nonsmooth Analysis

Techniques of nonsmooth or variational analysis play a central role in this
paper. Here we provide definitions for the particular subgradients, normal
cones, and tangent cones used in the paper. A useful introduction to the
techniques of nonsmooth analysis on smooth manifolds can be found in [23].
We recommend [11] or [12] for an introduction to nonsmooth analysis in the
context of optimization and control. We also mention as useful references
the books [7, 33] and the comprehensive volumes [26, 27].

Definition 1.4. A function f :M → R is locally Lipschitz at q ∈M if there
exists a coordinate chart ϕ :M → R

d whose domain O includes q such that
the function f ◦ ϕ−1 : Rd → R is Lipschitz on ϕ(O).

Remark. When M is Riemannian with distance function d, Definition 1.4
is equivalent to the usual metric space definition and we use the two inter-
changeably in this case.

Definition 1.5. For f :M → R locally Lipschitz, the lower Dini derivative
is defined, for v ∈ TqM , by

Df(q; v) := lim inf
λ↓0

f(cv(λ))− f(q)

λ

where cv : R →M is any smooth curve satisfying c′v(0) = v.

Definition 1.6. A function f : M → R ∪ {∞} is lower semicontinuous at
q ∈M if for any sequence (qn)

∞
n=1 converging to q there holds

f(q) ≤ lim inf
n→∞

f(qn).

Definition 1.7. A covector p ∈ T ∗
qM is a Fréchet subgradient for a lower

semicontinuous function f at q if there exists a C1-smooth function g :M →
R such that p = dg(q) and f − g has a local minimum at q. The Fréchet
subdifferential ∂F f(q) is the (possibly empty) set of all such covectors.

Definition 1.8. A covector p ∈ T ∗
qM is a limiting subgradient for a lower

semicontinuous function f at q if there exist sequences qn → q and pn ∈
∂F f(qn) such that f(qn) → f(q) and pn → p. The limiting subdifferential
∂Lf(q) is the (possibly empty) set of all such covectors.

Occasionally we will have need for the partial limiting subgradient ∂L,uf(q, u),
which is simply the limiting subgradient of the function u 7→ f(q, u).
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Definition 1.9. Given a closed set S ⊂ M , the limiting normal cone to S
at s ∈ S is the set NL

S (s) := ∂LχS(s), where χS : M → R ∪ {∞} is the
function

χS(s) :=

{
0 s ∈ S

∞ s 6∈ S.

Definition 1.10. The Clarke tangent cone TC
S (q) to S at q is the polar of

the limiting normal cone:

TC
S (q) :=

{
v ∈ TqM : 〈p, v〉 ≤ 0 for all p ∈ NL

S (q)
}
.

It can be useful to study ∂Lf(q), N
L
S (q), and T

C
S (q) in local coordinates.

In this direction we mention [23, Theorem 4.1]:

Theorem 1.11. Let f : Rd → R ∪ {∞} be lower semicontinuous, O ⊂ M

an open set, and ϕ : O → R
d a C1-smooth diffeomorphism. If x := ϕ(q)

then
∂L(f ◦ ϕ)(q) = ϕ∗∂Lf(x). (3)

If we are given a closed set S ⊂ M , a point q ∈ S, and a coordinate
chart ϕ : M → R

d whose domain O includes q then we can write x := ϕ(q)
and obtain from (3) the useful formula

NL
S (q) = ϕ∗NL

ϕ(S∩O)(x). (4)

Although in general ϕ(S ∩ O) ⊂ R
d may not be a closed set, Definition

1.9 continues to make sense in (4) because the function χϕ(S∩O) is lower
semicontinuous on a neighborhood of x.

Likewise, the reader may wish to check the dual formula

ϕ∗T
C
S (q) = TC

ϕ(S∩O)(x), (5)

which is itself a consequence of (4) and Definition 1.10. As a consequence
of (5), the Clarke tangent cone retains on manifolds many of the attractive
features developed in [12] for Banach spaces.

Finally, we will have need for the following theorem, which is a geometric
version of a result due to Subbotin [34]:

Theorem 1.12. Let V ⊂ TqM be a compact, convex set and f : M → R

locally Lipschitz. For any

ρ ≤ inf
v∈V

Df(x; v)

there exists p ∈ ∂Lf(x) such that

ρ ≤ inf
v∈V

〈p, v〉 .
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Proof. A version of this Theorem forM = R
d can be obtained by combining

Theorem 3.4.2 and Proposition 3.4.5 in [12]. The general manifold case can
then be obtained using the local coordinate formula of Theorem 1.11.

2 Necessary Conditions for Approximate Critical

Points

We turn now to the first result of this paper, a necessary condition for control
u to be approximately critical in the following sense:

Definition 2.1. Control u is ∆-critical (∆ ≥ 0) for function J : U → R if
for any v ∈ TC

U (u) there holds

−∆ ‖v‖g ≤ DJ(u;v). (6)

In the case where ∆ = 0 we simply say that u is critical.

We mention that in the theorem following (7) is in analogy with the
transversality condition of the classical maximum principle; (8) with the
adjoint equations; and (9) with the maximum principle and indeed our proof
uses techniques related to those in [19]. These connections are made stronger
in later sections.

Theorem 2.2. If u ∈ U is ∆-critical for J then, under the standing assump-
tions, there exist sequences a = (ai)

n
i=1 and b = (bi)

n−1
i=0 with an ∈ ∂Lℓ(qn),

b0 ∈ ∂L,uL0(q0, u0), and (ai, bi) ∈ ∂LLi(qi, ui) which determine a sequence
of costates pi ∈ T

∗
qiQ for 1 ≤ i ≤ n through

−pn = an ∈ ∂Lℓ(qn) (7)

pi−1 = −ai−1 +DqFi−1(qi−1, ui−1)
∗pi (2 ≤ i ≤ n) (8)

satisfying for all v ∈ TC
Ui
(ui)

−∆ ‖v‖g ≤ 〈bi −DuFi(qi, ui)
∗pi+1, v〉 (0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1). (9)

Proof. With u, ∆, and J as above we denote by q the state sequence as-
sociated with u. Fix a vector v ∈ TC

U (u), let u(λ) denote a smooth curve
taking values in

∏n−1
i=0 Ui and satisfying u′(0) = v, and write q(λ) for the

corresponding state sequence.
We introduce, for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n, mappings Fi,j : TqiM → TqjM defined

by
Fi,j := DqFj−1(qj−1, uj−1) ◦ · · · ◦DqFi(qi, ui)

7



We let Fi,i denote the identity map on TqiM so that Fi,j is defined for
0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n.

Lemma 2.3. With qj(λ) and v = (vi)
n−1
i=0 ∈ TC

U (u) defined as above there
holds

q′j(0) =

j−1∑

i=0

Fi+1,jDuFi(qi, ui)vi. (10)

Proof. We leave it to the reader to check that (10) holds for j = 0 and j = 1
and we proceed to prove the formula for j > 1 through induction. Fix j > 1
and suppose that (10) holds for j − 1. Then

q′j(0) =
d

dλ

∣∣∣∣
λ=0

Fj−1(qj−1(λ), uj−1(λ))

= DqFj−1(qj−1, uj−1)q
′
j−1(0) +DuFj−1(qj−1, uj−1)vj−1.

From the induction hypotheses there now follows

q′j(0) = DqFj−1(qj−1, uj−1)

j−2∑

i=0

Fi+1,j−1DuFi(qi, ui)vi +DuFj−1(qj−1, uj−1)vj−1

=

j−2∑

i=0

Fj−1,jFi+1,j−1DuFi(qi, ui)vi + Fj,jDuFj−1(qj−1, uj−1)vj−1.

(11)
Using the definition one may check that the maps Fi,j satisfy the following
semigroup law:

Fj,k ◦ Fi,j = Fi,k (0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k ≤ n). (12)

Thus (11) can be simplified to

q′j(0) =

j−2∑

i=0

Fi+1,jDuFi(qi, ui)vi + Fj,jDuFj−1(qj−1, uj−1)vj−1

and this is the same as (10).

We now consider the manifold

M := U0 × · · · × Un−1 ×Q× · · · ×Q︸ ︷︷ ︸
n-copies
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and we denote elements of M through (c, r) = (c0, . . . , cn−1, r1, . . . , rn) in
order to match indices on controls and states. Let J : M → R be the
function

J (c, r) = ℓ(rn) + L0(q0, c0) +

n−1∑

i=1

Li(ri, ci)

and let V ⊆ T(u,q)M denote the set

V :=
{(
v0, . . . , vn−1, q

′
1(0), . . . , q

′
n(0)

)
: v ∈ TC

U (u), ‖v‖g ≤ 1
}
,

where (qi(λ))
n
i=1 is the variation of the state q corresponding to v. We write

(v,w) for any such vector and index (v,w) as (v0, . . . , vn−1, w1, . . . , wn).
Because J is locally Lipschitz, (6) implies that

−∆ ≤ inf
(v,w)∈V

DJ (u,q;v,w)

and this formula holds for any (v,w) ∈ V .
Moreover, TC

U (u) is closed and convex and so formula (10) with the
constraint ‖v‖g ≤ 1 imply that V is both compact and convex. Applying
Theorem 1.12 we obtain (b,a) ∈ ∂LJ (u,q) for which

−∆ ≤ inf
(v,w)∈V

〈(b,a), (v,w)〉 .

Indexing (b,a) as (b0, . . . , bn−1, a1, . . . , an) we check that b0 ∈ ∂L,uL0(q0, u0),
an ∈ ∂Lℓ(qn), (ai, bi) ∈ ∂LLi(qi, ui) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, and for v ∈ TC

U (u)
with ‖v‖g ≤ 1

−∆ ≤

n−1∑

i=0

〈bi, vi〉+

n∑

j=1

〈
aj , q

′
j(0)

〉
.

Using (10) we write this as

−∆ ≤

n−1∑

i=0

〈bi, vi〉+

n∑

j=1

j−1∑

i=0

〈aj ,Fi+1,jDuFi(qi, ui)vi〉 . (13)

Since (13) holds for all unit vectors in the cone TC
U (u), the inequality

−∆ ‖v‖g ≤

n−1∑

i=0

〈bi, vi〉+

n∑

j=1

j−1∑

i=0

〈aj ,Fi+1,jDuFi(qi, ui)vi〉

9



holds for all vectors v ∈ TC
U (u). Rearranging the double sum we obtain

−∆ ‖v‖g ≤

n−1∑

i=0

〈bi, vi〉+

n−1∑

i=0

n∑

j=i+1

〈aj ,Fi+1,jDuFi(qi, ui)vi〉

thus proving that for all v ∈ TC
U (u)

−∆ ‖v‖g ≤

n−1∑

i=0

〈bi, vi〉+

n−1∑

i=0

〈
DuFi(qi, ui)

∗
n∑

j=i+1

F∗
i+1,jaj , vi

〉
. (14)

We now define a sequence (pi)
n
i=1 through pi = −

n∑

j=i

F∗
i,jaj so that (14)

is

−∆ ‖v‖g ≤

n−1∑

i=0

〈bi −DuFi(qi, ui)
∗pi+1, vi〉 .

Recalling that TC
U (u) = TC

U0
(u0)×T

C
U1
(u1)×· · ·×TC

Un−1
(un−1), which follows

from (5) and [12, page 85], and choosing the vector (0, . . . , 0, v, 0, . . . , 0) for
arbitrary v ∈ TC

Ui
(ui) we obtain (9).

We note that −pn = an ∈ ∂Lℓ(qn) and for 1 ≤ i ≤ n we have pi ∈ T ∗
qiM .

All that remains is to check that (8) holds. For this we note that (12) implies

F∗
i,j ◦ F

∗
j,k = F∗

i,k (0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ k ≤ n) (15)

For any 2 ≤ i ≤ n, the definition of pi and the relation (15) imply the
equalities

pi−1 = −
n∑

j=i−1

F∗
i−1,jaj = −ai−1 −F∗

i−1,i

n∑

j=i

F∗
i,jaj

= −ai−1 +DqFi−1(qi−1, ui−1)
∗


−

n∑

j=i

F∗
i,jaj




and this is precisely (8).

2.1 Varying the Initial State

In certain applications it can be useful to allow variations in the initial state,
q0. Since we have assumed that the sets Ui are manifolds, it is interesting
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to study this case by considering the initial state q0 to be a control. In
particular, let J : Q× U → R be defined by

J(q0,u) = κ(q0) + ℓ(qn) +
n−1∑

i=0

Li(qi, ui), (16)

where κ : Q→ R. We suppose that initial state q0 is required to lie a closed
set S ⊂ Q and generalize Definition 2.1 as follows:

Definition 2.4. State q0 and control u ∈ U are ∆-critical (∆ ≥ 0) for
function J defined by (16) if for any w ∈ TC

S (q0) and v ∈ TC
U (u) there holds

−∆
(
‖w‖2 + ‖v‖2

)1/2
≤ DJ(q0,u;w,v). (17)

Theorem 2.5. If q0 ∈ Q and u ∈ U are ∆-critical for J in the sense of
Definition 2.4, the standing assumptions hold, and κ : Q → R is locally
Lipschitz, then there exist sequences a = (ai)

n
i=1 and b = (bi)

n−1
i=0 with an ∈

∂Lℓ(qn), b0 ∈ ∂L,uL0(q0, u0), and (ai, bi) ∈ ∂LLi(qi, ui) which determine a
sequence of costates pi ∈ T ∗

qiQ (0 ≤ i ≤ n) through (7)

pi−1 = −ai−1 +DqFi−1(qi−1, ui−1)
∗pi (1 ≤ i ≤ n)

satisfying (9) for all v ∈ TC
Ui
(ui). In addition, there exists β ∈ ∂Lκ(q0) such

that for all v ∈ TC
S (q0)

−∆ ‖v‖ ≤ 〈β − p0, v〉 . (18)

Proof. Define a collection of Riemannian manifolds {Ui}
n−1
i=−1 by setting

U−1 = Q and Ui = U for 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and let F̂i : Q × Ui → Q be
given by

F̂−1(q, q̃) := q̃, F̂i(q, u) := Fi(q, u) (0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1).

Let L̂i : Q× Ui → R be

L̂−1(q, q̃) := κ(q̃), L̂i(q, u) := Li(q, u) (0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1).

We agree to write q−1 := q0 and ŵ for controls (q,w) ∈ S × U . One may
then check that because (q0,u) is ∆-critical for the cost function (16) in the
sense of Definition 2.4, the control û := (q0,u) is ∆-critical for

Ĵ(ŵ) := ℓ(qn) +

n−1∑

i=−1

L̂i(qi, wi)

in the sense of Definition 2.1. The result now follows from Theorem 2.2.

11



It’s interesting to note that if TC
S (q0) = T ∗

q0Q, for example, if q0 is in

the interior of S, then (18) simplifies to p0 ∈ ∂Lκ(q0) +∆B, where B is the
open unit ball in T ∗

q0Q.

3 Applications

As first applications of Theorem 2.2 we consider in this section (i) applica-
tions to geometric control systems in the absence of state constraints and
(ii) applications to variational integrators. A careful study of problems for
which there are pure state or mixed constraints will be undertaken below,
beginning in Section 4.

3.1 A Discrete-Time Geometric Maximum Principle

In continuous-time,
the Pontryagin maximum principle is used to study trajectories of control
systems

q̇(t) = f(q(t), u(t)) (19)

in which f : Q× U → TQ is a C1-smooth map satisfying f(q, u) ∈ TqQ for
all (q, u) ∈ Q×U [2, 4, 19, 20, 35]. In this section we undertake a brief study
of discrete-time geometric control systems which the update maps Fi arise
through discretization of (19). Let us suppose we are given finite interval
[0, T ] and positive numbers (hi)

n−1
i=0 for which

∑n−1
i=0 hi = T .

If Q is a Riemannian manifold, then a natural generalization of the
classical scheme xi = xi−1 + hi−1f(xi−1, ui−1) is given by

qi := expqi−1
(hi−1f(qi−1, ui−1)) .

In this case the update map Fi : Q× U → Q factors as

Q× U Q

TQ

Fi

fi
exp

(20)

More generally, we may replace exp : TQ → Q with a smooth map
E : TQ → Q. For example, because the Riemannian exponential can be
expensive to calculate in practice, approximate exponentials E : TQ → Q

are useful in certain applications; we refer the reader to [1]. Thus it can be
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desirable consider a more general scheme in which Fi factors as E ◦ fi for a
C1-smooth map E : TQ→ Q.

On the other hand, one would sometimes like to consider the case in
which Fi factors through a Lie algebra. In particular, suppose that Fi factors
as

Q× U Q

g×Q

Fi

fi×π1
λ

(21)

where π1 denotes projection onto the first coordinate and λ : g×Q → Q is
a left action of a Lie algebra g on Q. For example, the update scheme

qi := λ (hi−1f(qi−1, ui−1), qi−1)

arises naturally in the Runge-Kutta-Munthe-Kaas method for numerical so-
lution of ODEs on manifolds [29]. We recommend [16] for a comprehensive
overview of this and related techniques.

With the above examples in mind, we consider in this section a vector
bundle π : X → Q along with a C1-smooth map E : X → Q. We suppose
that the update maps Fi factor as

Q× U Q

X

Fi

fi E
(22)

where fi : Q × U → X are maps satisfying fi(q, u) ∈ Xq := π−1(q). This
scheme includes (20), (21), and others.

Let us recall the following:

Definition 3.1. For a vector bundle π : X → Q and a smooth map E :
X →M , the fibre derivative of E at v ∈ X is the linear map FEv : Xπ(v) →
TE(v)M defined by

FEv(w) :=
d

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=0

E(v + tw).

We introduce the following assumptions:
Assumptions (A): The maps Fi factor as (22); the control manifolds

Ui are subsets of Rki for natural numbers k0, . . . , kn−1; control sets Ui are
closed and convex; mappings fi : Q× Ui → X are affine in u for each fixed
q; and functions Li : Q× Ui → R are convex in u for each fixed u.
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Theorem 3.2. Suppose that control u is a local minimizer for the cost
function (1) and that in addition to the standing assumptions, assumptions
(A) are true. Then there are sequences (ai)

n
i=1 and (bi)

n−1
i=0 which satisfy

b0 ∈ ∂LL0(q0, u0), (ai, bi) ∈ ∂LLi(qi, ui) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, and an ∈ ∂Lℓ(qn)
such that the sequence of costates defined by pn := −an and (8) satisfies the
maximum principle

Hi(ui, pi+1) = max
u∈Ui

Hi(u, pi+1) (0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1) (23)

where Hi : Ui × T ∗
qi+1

Q→ R is defined through

Hi(u, p) :=
〈
FE∗

fi(qi,ui)
p, f(qi, u)

〉
− Li(qi, u).

Proof. Since u is a local minimizer for J , we have DJ(u;v) ≥ 0 for all
v ∈ TU (u). Applying Theorem 2.2 with ∆ = 0 we obtain everything except
(23). To prove (23) we first check that because f is control affine

DuFi(q, u) (v − u) =
d

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=0

E ((1− t)f(q, u) + tf(q, v))

= Ff(q,u)E (f(q, v)− f(q, u)) .

We next recall [12, Proposition 2.5.5] that for a closed convex set Ui ⊂ R
k

TC
Ui
(ui) = cℓ

⋃

t>0

t (Ui − ui) .

Thus inequality (9) implies

0 ≤ 〈bi, u− ui〉 −
〈
Ffi(qi,ui)E

∗pi+1, f(qi, u)− f(qi, ui)
〉

(24)

Since Ui is a convex set and L is convex in control, (24) is sufficient for
(23).

3.2 Lie Groups and Variational Integrators

We now apply Theorem 2.2 to the study of control problems on Lie groups
by allowing controls to be group elements and using multiplication for the
update maps. More precisely, suppose that we are given a Lie group G with
Lie algebra g, let the control sets U be given by U = U = G, and consider
the control system

gi := gi−1ui−1. (25)
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Let us agree to identify TG with G× g through TgG = {DLga : a ∈ g},
where Lg : G → G is the left multiplication map Lg(h) := gh. Let
µ : G × G → G denote the multiplication map and ψ : G → Aut(G)
the automorphism map ψ(g)(h) := ghg−1. Recall that the adjoint represen-
tation of G is the map Ad : G → Aut(g) given by Ad(g) := Dψ(g)(e) and
the coadjoint representation, which is the map Ad∗ : G→ Aut(g∗) given by
Ad∗(g) := Ad(g−1)∗.

For ease of notation, we will write Ad∗g := Ad∗(g).

Theorem 3.3. If u is critical for (1) with Fi given by (25), ℓ : G → R

locally Lipschitz, and Li : G×G→ R C1-smooth, then the sequence pi ∈ g
∗

defined by
pi = duLi−1(gi−1, ui−1) (1 ≤ i ≤ n) (26)

evolves according to

pi+1 = Ad∗ui
(pi) + Ad∗ui

(dgLi(gi, ui)) (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1) (27)

and satisfies the endpoint condition

− pn ∈ ∂Lℓ(gn). (28)

Proof. In order to apply Theorem 2.2 we remind the reader of the following
lemma:

Lemma 3.4. As maps from g to g, D1µ(g, h) = Adh−1 and D2µ(g, h) = Idg.

Proof. Note that d
dt

∣∣
t=0

g exp(ta)h = d
dt

∣∣
t=0

ghh−1 exp(ta)h = DLghAdh−1(a).
The proof for Idg is similar.

Thus from Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 3.4 we obtain a sequence (pi)
n
i=1

which satisfies (28) and

pi = −dgLi(gi, ui) + Ad∗
u−1

i

(pi+1), (29)

Solving (29) for pi+1 we obtain (27). That pi satisfies (26) follows from (9),
which holds for all v ∈ TC

U
(ui) = Tui

G.

We point out that (26) corresponds to the discrete-time Legendre trans-
form

p = F
+L(g, u) := duLi(g, u) (30)
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defined in [25]. Indeed there is a deeper connection to the discrete-time
mechanics of [25]. Let us consider the particular case in which J is a function
of the type

J(u) =

n−1∑

i=0

{
hK(ui)−

h

2
ϕ(gi)−

h

2
ϕ(giui)

}
, (31)

where K represents a discrete-time kinetic energy and ϕ a potential.1

Theorem 3.5. Suppose that u is critical for a function of the form (31),
functions K and ϕ are C2-smooth, and K satisfies:

(i) As a smooth map between manifolds, dK : G → g
∗ is full rank at

e ∈ G;

(ii) dK(e) = 0.

Let pi denote the discrete-time momentum pi := F
+L(gi, ui) and let mi :=

dϕ(gi) ∈ g
∗. Then for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and sufficiently small step size h,

(gi+1, pi+1) may be obtained from (gi, pi) by solving, first for ui, then gi+1,
and finally pi+1, the equations

pi = h

(
Ad∗

u−1

i

dK(ui) +
h

2
mi

)
(32)

gi+1 = giui

pi+1 = Ad∗ui
(pi)−

h

2
Ad∗ui

(mi)−
h

2
mi+1. (33)

Proof. From Theorem 3.3 we obtain a sequence (pi)
n
i=1 which evolves ac-

cording to (33). We also obtain from (26) the equation

pi+1 = hdK(ui)−
h

2
mi+1

and by plugging this into (33) and rearranging we obtain (32). We need
only check that (32) is solvable for sufficiently small h.

To see this, note that by our first assumption on K, dK restricts to a
diffeomorphism on a neighborhood of e ∈ G. The image of this neighborhood
includes 0 by the second assumption and so equation (32) is uniquely solvable
for sufficiently small step size h.

1Strictly speaking, such physical notions are not necessary for Theorem 3.5. However in
most applications such functions correspond to discrete-time action sums (see, for example,
[24]).
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We remark that for G = SO(3) with

K(u) =
1

h
tr ((I3×3 − u) Jd)

for Jd a positive definite matrix, this scheme corresponds to the Hamiltonian
equations derived in [24]. In this case (32) reduces to the famous equation
of Moser and Veselov [28].

4 Exact Penalization and Sensitivity

For the remainder of the paper we undertake a careful study of necessary
optimality conditions for problems of discrete-time geometric optimal con-
trol. As before we consider a cost function J : U → R defined by (1) and
we now suppose that the controls and the states are subject either to pure
state constraints of the type qi ∈ Si ⊂ Q or to mixed constraints of the type
(qi, ui) ∈ Si ⊂ Q×Ui. We introduce in Section 4.2 a constraint qualification
which corresponds to abnormality of necessary optimality conditions and
we derive in that section results on sensitivity of the value function to per-
turbations in constraints. In Section 5 we present a discrete-time geometric
maximum principle.

These results are rooted in Clarke’s technique of exact penalization and
in this section we prove a lemma which provides the link between abnor-
mality of constraints and exact penalization. Since we will make extensive
use of the exact penalization technique in the remainder of this paper, we
present it here and refer the reader to [12] for further applications.

Let us recall that if X is a metric space with metric dX and S ⊂ X is a
set then

dS(x) := inf {dX (x, s) : s ∈ S} .

Lemma 4.1 (Exact Penalization). Let S ⊂ X be closed and f : X → R

locally Lipschitz with constant Kf . For any x∗ ∈ S and ε ≥ 0 satisfying
f(x∗) ≤ inf {f(s) : s ∈ S} + ε there exists δ > 0 such that for all K > Kf

we have
f(x∗) ≤ inf {f(x) +KdS(x) : dX (x, x∗) ≤ δ}+ ε.

Proof. Let δ > 0 be such that for all x1, x2 ∈ X satisfying dX (xi, x∗) ≤ 3δ we
have f(x1)−f(x2) ≤ KfdX (x1, x2) and let x ∈ X be such that dX (x, x∗) ≤ δ.
Note that if x ∈ S then we have f(x) ≥ f(x∗)− ε.
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If x 6∈ S then for any 0 < γ < δ we may pick s ∈ S satisfying dX (s, x) ≤
dS(x) + γ. The reader can check that dX (s, x∗) < 3δ and so we can write

f(x) +KdS(x) ≥ f(s)−Kfd(x, s) +KdS(x)

≥ f(x∗)− ε−KfdS(x) +KdS(x)−Kfγ

≥ f(x∗)− ε−Kfγ.

Letting γ ↓ 0 we see that f(x) + KdS(x) ≥ f(x∗) − ε for all x satisfying
dX (x, x∗) ≤ δ.

Thus a local minimizer or ε-minimizer of f over the set S is a local
unconstrained minimizer (or unconstrained ε-minimizer) of the function f+
KdS .

In the following we will also need the next result on Clarke tangent cone:

Lemma 4.2. Let S be closed and v ∈ TC
S (q). For any qn → q and tn ↓ 0

and any chart ϕ : O → R
d whose domain includes q there exists a sequence

rn → q for which rn ∈ S and

lim
n→∞

ϕ(rn)− ϕ(qn)

tn
= ϕ∗(q)v. (34)

Proof. Let x := ϕ(q) and xn := ϕ(qn). By (5) we have ϕ∗(q)v ∈ TC
ϕ(O∩S)(x)

and so we can use [12, Proposition 2.5.2] to obtain a sequence wn → ϕ∗(q)v
for which xn + tnwn ∈ ϕ(O ∩ S). Setting rn := ϕ−1(xn + tnwn) gives us
(34).

We mention the following specialization, which can be useful in the case
of Riemannian manifolds:

Lemma 4.3. Let S ⊂M be a closed subset of a Riemannian manifold and
v ∈ TC

S (q). Then for any sequence tn ↓ 0 there exists a sequence vn ∈ TqM

for which vn → v and exp(tnvn) ∈ S.

Proof. In Lemma 4.2 we take qn ≡ q and ϕ−1 := exp, so that ϕ−1 : TqM ∼=
R
d → M . Repeating the same proof as above we obtain a sequence vn ∈

TqM for which ϕ−1(tnvn) ∈ S.

4.1 Decrease Condition

Let us consider a Riemannian manifold M with metric g and distance func-
tion dg. We suppose we are given a closed subset U ⊂M , a metric space E
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with metric dE , and a nonnegative function P : E ×M → R. We are inter-
ested in the set A(e) ⊂ U consisting of those q ∈ U for which P (e, q) = 0.

We make the following definition:

Definition 4.4. Function P satisfies the strong decrease condition for U
near q0 ∈ A(e0) if there exist ε,∆ > 0 such that for any (e, q) ∈ E × U
satisfying P (e, q) > 0 and

dg(q, q0) + dE(e, e0) < ε

there exists nonzero v ∈ TC
U (q) such that

lim inf
λ↓0

P (e, cv(λ))− P (e, q)

λ
≤ −∆ ‖v‖g ,

where cv : R →M is any smooth curve satisfying c′v(0) = v.

We remark that because the lower Dini derivative of Lipschitz functions
is positive homogeneous in v, it suffices to suppose that ‖v‖g = 1 when P
is Lipschitz in q. Moreover, we are requiring in Definition 4.4 only that
cv : R → M , not cv : R → U . The Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 ensure that this is
enough, as we will see below.

Theorem 4.5. If P is jointly continuous in (e, q); Lipschtiz in q for (e, q)
in a neighborhood of (e0, q0); and satisfies the strong decrease condition near
q0 ∈ A(e0) then there exists a neighborhood O ⊂ E × U of (e0, q0) such that
for all (e, q) ∈ O there holds

dA(e)(q) ≤
1

∆
P (e, q). (35)

In particular, the sets A(e) are nonempty.

Proof. Suppose that P satisfies the strong decrease condition near q0 ∈
A(e0) and fix ε,∆ > 0 as in Definition 4.4. Since P (e0, q0) = 0 we may
choose 0 < ε∗ <

1
2ε such that for all (e, q) ∈ E × U satisfying

dg(q, q0) + dE(e, e0) < ε∗ (36)

we have
4

∆
P (e, q) <

1

2
ε. (37)

Now suppose by way of contradiction that there exists (e1, q1) ∈ E × U
which satisfies (36) but not (35). Then we may fix 1 < γ < 2 such that

dA(e1)(q1) >
γ2

∆
P (e1, q1). (38)
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Inequality (38) implies P (e1, q1) > 0. Consequently, because γ is strictly
greater than 1 and P is nonnegative we must have

P (e1, q1) < inf {P (e1, q) : q ∈ U s.t. dg(q0, q) ≤ 2ε}+ γP (e1, q1).

Applying the Ekeland variational principle to the function q 7→ P (e1, q)
defined on the complete metric space {q ∈ U : dg(q0, q) ≤ 2ε} with

ε = γP (e1, q1), σ =
γ2

∆
P (e1, q1)

we obtain q2 ∈ U with

dg(q2, q1) <
γ2

∆
P (e1, q1) (39)

which minimizes the function

q 7→ P (e1, q) +
∆

γ
dg(q2, q) (40)

over q ∈ U satisfying dg(q0, q) ≤ 2ε.
Combining inequalities (38) and (39) we find dg(q2, q1) < dA(e1)(q1) and

so q2 6∈ A(e1). It follows that P (e1, q2) > 0. In addition, from (36) and (39)
we see

dg(q2, q0)+dE(e1, e0) ≤ dg(q2, q1)+dg(q1, q0)+dE(e1, e0) ≤ ε∗+
4

∆
P (e1, q1).

Thus (37) implies that dg(q2, q0) + dE(e1, e0) ≤ 1
2ε +

1
2ε = ε and so there

exists a nonzero v ∈ TC
U (q2) and a smooth curve cv : R → M satisfying

c′v(0) = v and

lim inf
λ↓0

P (e1, cv(λ))− P (e1, q2)

λ
≤ −∆ ‖v‖g .

We now pick a sequence (λn)
∞
n=1 satisfying

lim
n→∞

P (e1, cv(λn))− P (e1, q2)

λn
≤ −∆ ‖v‖g (41)

and apply Lemma 4.3 to obtain a sequence of vectors vn ∈ Tq2M with vn → v

and expq2(λnvn) ∈ U . Since the map q 7→ P (e, q) is locally Lipschitz, (41)
implies

lim
n→∞

P (e1, expq2(λnvn))− P (e1, q2)

λn
≤ −∆ ‖v‖g .
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At the same time, because q2 is a local minimizer for the function (40)
over U and because expq2(λnvn) ∈ U we have

P (e1, q2) ≤ P (e1, expq2(λnvn)) +
∆

γ
dg(q2, expq2(λnvn)) (42)

Now use dg(q2, expq2(λnvn)) = λn ‖vn‖g and (42) to obtain, for sufficiently
large n,

0 ≤
P (e1, expq2(λnvn))− P (e1, q2)

λn
+

∆

γ
‖vn‖g .

Letting n→ ∞ we arrive at the contradiction

0 ≤ −∆ ‖v‖g +
∆

γ
‖v‖g < 0,

since γ > 1. It must therefore be that (35) holds for all (e, q) ∈ E × U
satisfying (36).

4.2 Exact Penalization for Regular Constraints

We now apply Theorem 4.5 to an derive exact penalization result for con-
straints of the type

x ∈ S(e) ⊂M,

where M is a Riemannian manifold and S is a family of closed sets depend-
ing on a parameter e in a metric space E. Because we are working on a
Riemannian manifold it will be useful to recall the following facts:

Lemma 4.6. If a ∈ ∂LdS(q) then ‖a‖g ≤ 1. If q 6∈ S then ‖a‖g = 1 and if

q ∈ S then a ∈ NL
S (q).

Proof. The facts follow from Proposition 3.5 and Corollary 7.14 in [23].

4.2.1 Regularity of Constraints

We assume we are given a nonnegative function ϕ : E ×M → R, locally
Lipschitz in x uniformly with respect to e, which characterizes S(e) in the
sense that S(e) = {x : ϕ(e, x) = 0}. This assumption can be made without
loss of generality as one may always take ϕ(e, x) := dS(e)(x).

Definition 4.7. We say that S(e0) ⊂M is ϕ-regular at x0 ∈ S(e0) if:

(i) There exists ε,∆ > 0 such for any (e, x) satisfying dE(e, e0)+dM (x, x0) <
ε and ϕ(e, x) > 0 and any p ∈ ∂L,xϕ(e, x) we have ‖p‖ ≥ ∆;
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(ii) If (ei, xi) → (e0, x0) and pi ∈ ∂L,xϕ(ei, xi) then there is a subsequence
for which pij → p ∈ ∂L,xϕ(e0, x0).

This type of condition is quite common (see, for example, [12, Section
3.3] or [7, Theorem 3.6.3]) and covers a very broad range of applications.

For example, if a closed set S ⊂M has no parameter dependence then S
is dS-regular at each x ∈ S. Indeed in this case (ii) reduces to boundedness
of the sequence (pi)

∞
i=1 and definition of limiting subgradient. In (i) we may

take ∆ = 1 by Lemma 4.6. We emphasize that if one is willing to work with
the distance function then every closed set S is dS-regular in the sense of
Definition 4.7.

Distance to a closed set can be difficult to calculate however, even in R
d,

and so we point out a second important example covered by ϕ-regularity.
Suppose that we have r inequality constraints gi(x) ≤ ei and s equality
constraints hj(x) = er+j , with e ∈ R

r+s and functions gi, hj C
1-smooth.

Let

ϕ(e, x) := max {0, g1(x)− e1, . . . , gr(x)− er, |h1(x)− er+1| , . . . , |hs(x)− er+s|}
(43)

so that
S(e) = {x ∈M : gi(x) ≤ ei , hj(x) = er+j} .

Lemma 4.8. If the only solution to

r∑

i=1

λidgi(x0) +

s∑

j=1

µjdhj(x0) = 0

for (λ, µ) ∈ R
r+s satisfying the nonnegativity condition λi ≥ 0 and comple-

mentary slackness condition λigi(x) = 0 is the trivial solution then S(0) is
ϕ-regular at x0.

Proof. We refer the reader to the Lemma of page 132 in [12], along with the
formula for the subgradient of a maximum-type function applied in local
coordinates. For the latter, see [7, Theorem 3.5.8]. We remark that while
the result in [12] is given in terms of the proximal subgradient, the same
argument goes through without change for Fréchet subgradient.

In problems of discrete-time control we will suppose that states qi and
controls ui are subject, in addition to the usual control constraint ui ∈ Ui ⊂
Ui, to mixed constraints of the form (qi, ui) ∈ Si ⊆ Q×Ui with Si depending
on a parameter e in a metric space E. We thus require:

ui ∈ Ui (0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1)
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and 



u0 ∈ S0(e) ⊂ U0

(qi, ui) ∈ Si(e) ⊂ Q× Ui (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1)

qn ∈ Sn(e) ⊂ Q.

(44)

As before we let U ⊂
∏n−1

i=0 Ui denote the set of sequences u for which
ui ∈ Ui. We will write A(e) ⊂ U for the set of all control sequences u
for which the corresponding state sequence q satisfies, along with with u,
constraints (44).

We will require these constraints to be ϕ-regular in the sense of Definition
4.7 at u0 ∈ S0(e), (q1, u1) ∈ S1(e), and so on. In order to avoid a lengthy
list of assumptions with each theorem we make the following definition:

Definition 4.9. Constraints (44) are ϕi-regular along u ∈ A(e) if S0(e) is
ϕ0-regular at u0, Si(e) is ϕi-regular at (qi, ui) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, and Sn(e)
is ϕn-regular at qn.

We assume a different type of regularity on the control sets:

Definition 4.10. A closed set S ⊂ M is Clarke regular if for every s ∈ S,
v ∈ TC

S (s), and sn → s there exists a sequence vn ∈ TC
S (sn) which converges

to v.

Closed, convex subsets of Rm are Clarke regular and the condition can
be characterized entirely in terms of the Bouligand tangent cone (see [12,
Corollary 3.6.13]).

4.2.2 Penalty Functions and Constraint Qualification

Let functions ϕi : E ×M → R characterize constraints (44) and consider a
function P : E × U → R defined through

P (e,u) := ϕ0(e, u0) + ϕn(e, qn) +

n−1∑

i=1

ϕi(e, qi, ui), (45)

so that u ∈ A(e) if and only if u ∈ U and P (e,u) = 0. Let us suppose that
we are given some u ∈ A(e). The results of this section provide a sufficient
condition in the form of a constraint qualification for the following inequality
to hold for (e,u) sufficiently close to (e,u) and κ sufficiently large:

dA(e)(u) ≤ κP (e,u).

The sufficient condition we provide is given in terms of the following con-
straint qualification:
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Definition 4.11. Control u ∈ A(e) is said to be strictly ϕi-normal if the
only sequences





b0 ∈ ∂L,uϕ0(e, u0)

(ai, bi) ∈ ∂L,(q,u)ϕi(e, qi, ui) (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1)

an ∈ ∂L,qϕn(qn)

which generate a costate sequence (pi)
n
i=1 through −pn = an and

pi−1 = ai−1 −DqFi−1(qi−1, ui−1)
∗pi (46)

that satisfies for all v ∈ TC
Ui
(ui)

0 ≤ 〈bi−1 −DuFi−1(qi−1, ui−1)
∗pi, v〉 (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1) (47)

are the sequences a ≡ 0 and b ≡ 0.

Theorem 4.12. If the sets Ui are Clarke regular, constraints (44) ϕi-regular
along u, and control u ∈ A(e) strictly ϕi-normal then the function P defined
by (45) satisfies the strong decrease condition for U near (e,u).

Proof. Let δ > 0 be the minimum of the numbers ∆ appearing in Defi-
nition 4.7. Thus, for example, if (e, q, u) is sufficiently close to (e, qi, ui),
ϕi(e, q, u) > 0, and (a, b) ∈ ∂L,(q,u)ϕi(e, q, u) then ‖(a, b)‖ ≥ δ.

Suppose by way of contradiction that there exists a sequence (∆k)
∞
k=1

with ∆k ↓ 0 such that for each k there exist ek ∈ E and uk ∈ U with the
properties dE(ek, e) + d(uk,u) < ∆k, P (ek,uk) > 0, and for any nonzero
v ∈ TC

U (uk)

lim inf
λ↓0

P (ek, cv(λ))− P (ek,uk)

λ
≥ −∆k ‖v‖g ,

where cv : R →
∏n−1

i=0 Ui is a smooth function satisfying c′
v
(0) = v. Let qk

be the trajectory for control uk.
From Theorem 2.2 we obtain sequences (ak)

∞
k=1, (bk)

∞
k=1 and (pk)

∞
k=1

with bk,0 ∈ ∂L,uϕ0(ek, uk,0), (ak,i, bk,i) ∈ ∂L,(q,u)ϕi(ek, qk,i, uk,i), −pk,n =
ak,n ∈ ∂L,qϕn(ek, qk,n) which satisfy

pk,i−1 = −ak,i−1 +DqFi−1(qk,i−1, uk,i−1)
∗pk,i (48)

and for all v ∈ TC
Ui
(uk,i)

−∆k ‖v‖g ≤ 〈bk,i−1 −DuFi−1(qk,i−1, uk,i−1)
∗pk,i, v〉 (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1).

(49)
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Since the sets Si are ϕi-regular along u we may pass to a subsequence
for which the sequences (ak)

∞
k=1 and (bk)

∞
k=1 converge to sequences a and

b which satisfy b0 ∈ ∂L,qϕ0(e, u0), (ai, bi) ∈ ∂L,(q,u)ϕi(e, qi, ui), and an ∈
∂L,qϕn(e, qn). Moreover, because P (ek,uk) > 0 we may choose the subse-
quence to insure that at least one element of either a or b has norm bounded
below by δ > 0.

Taking the limit in (48) we obtain a costate sequence p which satisfies
(46). Because the sets Ui are Clarke regular, we may take the limit in (49)
and obtain (47). Strict ϕi-normality of control u now requires that a and
b are identically equal to zero and this is a contradiction. Consequently P
must satisfy the strong decrease condition near u ∈ A(e).

The following corollary is now immediate from Theorem 4.5 and Theo-
rem 4.12:

Corollary 4.13. If the sets Ui are Clarke regular, constraints (44) ϕi-
regular along u ∈ A(e), and control u strictly ϕi-normal, then there exist
ε, κ > 0 such that for all (e,u) ∈ E × U satisfying dE(e, e) + dU (u,u) < ε

there holds
dA(e)u ≤ κP (e,u).

In particular, the sets A(e) are nonempty for dE(e, e) < ε.

4.3 Sensitivity

We mention two consequences Corollary 4.13 related to the value function
v : E → R ∪ {∞}, which is defined as usual through

v(e) = inf {J(u) : u ∈ A(e)} .

The results in this section are of a very classical flavor (see, for example,
Clarke [10, Section 6.4]).

Corollary 4.14. Suppose that control u ∈ U is optimal for J subject to the
constraint u ∈ A(0), so that J(u) = v(0). If sets Ui are Clarke regular,
constraints (44) are ϕi-regular along u, and control u strictly ϕi-normal
then v locally finite at e = 0.

Proof. By Corollary 4.13, the setsA(e) are nonempty for e in a neighborhood
of 0.
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Theorem 4.15. In addition to the assumptions of Corollary 4.14, suppose
that E is a closed subset of R

m and the functions J and P are globally
Lipschitz. Then v is calm at 0 ∈ R

m in the sense that

−∞ < lim inf
e→0

v(e)− v(0)

‖e‖
. (50)

Proof. Let (ei)
∞
i=0 be a sequence converging to 0 ∈ R

m. Since v(ei) is
eventually finite we may choose for each i a control ui ∈ A(ei) such that
J(ui) ≤ v(ei) + ‖ei‖

2. Let KJ be a Lipschitz constant for J and choose
κ > KJ . Using exact penalization we can see that J(ui)+κdA(0)(ui) ≥ v(0).
From this and our choice of ui we obtain

v(ei)− v(0)

‖e‖
≥
J(ui)− ‖ei‖

2 − v(0)

‖ei‖
≥ −‖ei‖ −

κdA(0)(ui)

‖ei‖
.

Now use Corollary 4.13 and P (ei,ui) = 0 to write

v(ei)− v(0)

‖e‖
≥ −‖ei‖+ κ

P (ei,ui)− P (0,ui)

‖ei‖
,

for a possibly larger value of κ and for i sufficiently large. Since P is Lipschitz
and sequence (ei)

∞
i=1 is arbitrary, (50) follows.

4.4 Application to Smooth Equality and Inequality Constraints

Suppose we are interested in minimizing a function J : U → R as in (1),
subject to the constraints

{
gj(qi, ui) ≤ ej (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ r)

hj(qi, ui) = er+j (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ s)

as well as constraints
{
Gj(qn) ≤ ej (1 ≤ j ≤ r)

Hj(qn) = er+j (1 ≤ j ≤ s).

Suppose that we have a control u which minimizes J for e = 0, so that
J(u) = v(0). Suppose also that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 the only solution to
the following problem:

r∑

j=1

λjdgj(qi, ui) +

s∑

j=1

µjhj(qi, ui) = 0
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satisfying the nonnegativity condition λj ≥ 0 and the complementary slack-
ness condition λjgj(qi, ui) = 0 is (λ, µ) = 0. Under the analogous assump-
tion on dGj(qn) and dHj(qn), Lemma 4.8 assures us that the constraints are
ϕi-regular along u for functions ϕi defined as in (43). Thus if control sets
Ui are Clarke regular then one of the following must hold. First, it may be
that u is not strictly ϕi-normal. In this case there exists a costate sequence
(pi)

n
i=1 and a nonzero sequence (λj,i, µj,i)

n,r
i=1,j=1 such that

−pn =
r∑

j=1

λn,jdGj(qn) +
s∑

j=1

µn,jdHj(qn)

and

pi−1 = −

r∑

j=1

λi−1,jdqgj(qi−1, ui−1)−

s∑

j=1

µi−1,jdqhj(qi−1, ui−1)

+DqFi−1(qi−1, ui−1)
∗pk,i

and for all v ∈ TC
Ui
(ui)

〈
r∑

j=1

λi−1,jdugj(qi−1, ui−1) +

s∑

j=1

µi−1,jduhj(qi−1, ui−1)−DuFi−1(qi−1, ui−1)
∗pi, v

〉

≥ 0 (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1).

For each i both the complementary slackness and positivity conditions hold
on λ. Moreover, we must have either p 6= 0 or else there exists an index i
for which

r∑

j=1

λi−1,jdugj(qi−1, ui−1) +

s∑

j=1

µi−1,jduhj(qi−1, ui−1) 6= 0.

On the other hand u may be strictly ϕi-normal. In this case the feasible
sets are nonempty for sufficiently small perturbations e of the right-hand
side. If in addition one can show that functions ϕi are globally Lipschitz
then the value function is calm at 0. This is the case, for example, if Q and
Ui are compact and e is restricted to a compact neighborhood of the origin
in R

r+s.
We turn now to the study of necessary optimality conditions for con-

strained problems.
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5 Discrete-Time Geometric Maximum Principle

for Constrained Pro-blems

In this section we develop the maximum principle for the problem of mini-
mizing a function J defined by (1) subject to control constraints ui ∈ Ui ⊂ U

and constraints of the following types:

(i) Pure state constraints: qi ∈ Si ⊂ Q;

(ii) Mixed constraints: (qi, ui) ∈ Si ⊂ Q×U for 1 ≤ i ≤ n−1, qn ∈ Sn ⊂ Q.

We consider first the case of pure state constraints.

5.1 Pure State Constraints

For the sake of exposition we will assume in this section that ℓ and Li are
C1-smooth functions. This simplifies the statements of the theorems and
covers a great deal of applications. We emphasize, however, that Lipschitz
costs may be covered using exactly the same techniques.

Theorem 5.1. Suppose that u ∈ U minimizes a cost function J defined by
(1) subject to pointwise state constraints

qi ∈ Si := {q ∈ Q : ϕi(q) = 0}

for locally Lipschitz, nonnegative functions ϕi. If the sets Ui are Clarke reg-
ular, and functions ℓ, Li are C

1-smooth, and the constraints are ϕi-regular
along u then there is a number λ0 ∈ {0, 1} and a costate sequence p which:

(i) Satisfies the endpoint condition: −pn ∈ λ0dℓ(qn) + ∂Lϕn(qn);

(ii) Evolves according to:

pi−1 +DqFi−1(qi−1, ui−1)
∗pi ∈ λ0dqLi−1(qi−1, ui−1) + ∂Lϕi−1(qi−1);

(51)

(iii) And satisfies for all v ∈ TC
Ui−1

(ui−1)

0 ≤ 〈λ0duLi−1(qi−1, ui−1)−DuFi−1(qi−1, ui−1)
∗pi, v〉 (1 ≤ i ≤ n).

(52)

Moreover, either λ0 = 1 or p is not identically equal to zero.
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Proof. We consider two possibilities: either u is strictly ϕi-normal or it is
not. If u is not strictly ϕi-normal then the theorem holds with λ0 = 0, since
in this case the conclusions are a restatement of Definition 4.11. We need
only check that pmay be chosen so that it has at last one nonzero entry. This
is a straightforward consequence of Definition 4.11, the endpoint condition,
and (51).

On the other hand, if u is strictly ϕi-normal then there exist real numbers
ε, κ > 0 such that

dA(c) ≤ κ

n∑

i=1

ϕi(ri)

for all controls c within distance ε of u, where we have written r for the
state sequence corresponding to control c. Again using an exact penalization
argument and possibly increasing κ we can see that u is a local minimizer
of the function

Λ(c) := J(c) + κ

n∑

i=1

ϕi(ri).

Thus u is critical for Λ and the result now follows with λ0 = 1.

As in Section 3.1 we may make additional assumptions to arrive at a
maximum principle.

Theorem 5.2. Suppose that Fi and Ui satisfy assumptions (A) of Section
3.1, the constraints are ϕi-regular along u, and functions ℓ, Li are C1-
smooth. Then in the conclusions of Theorem 5.1 we may replace (52) with

Hi(λ0, ui, pi+1) = max
u∈Ui

Hi(λ0, ui, pi+1) (0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1)

where Hi : {0, 1} × Ui × T ∗
qi+1

Q→ R by

Hi(λ, u, p) :=
〈
FE∗

fi(qi,ui)
p, f(qi, u)

〉
− λLi(qi, u). (53)

Proof. The details follow those of Theorems 3.2 and 5.1. We note that
the assumption of Clarke regularity, which is necessary for Theorem 5.1, is
automatic from the convexity of Ui.

We emphasize that every closed set is dS-regular and so, if one is willing
to accept results in terms of the normal cone, then (51) can be written as

pi−1 +DqFi−1(qi−1, ui−1)
∗pi ∈ λ0dqLi−1(qi−1, ui−1) +NL

Si−1
(qi−1)

without any assumptions on the constraint sets Si beyond asking that they
be closed.
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5.2 Mixed Constraints

As before we assume in this section that ℓ and Li are C
1-smooth functions

in order to simplify statements of Theorem and remark that Lipschitz costs
may be covered using exactly the same techniques. We consider the following
problem: Minimize J : U → R defined by (1) subject to constraints
{
(qi, ui) ∈ Si := {(q, u) ∈ Q× Ui : ϕi(q, u) = 0} (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1)

qn ∈ Sn := {q ∈ Q : ϕn(q) = 0}
(54)

where functions ϕi are locally Lipschitz and nonnegative.

Theorem 5.3. Suppose that u ∈ U minimizes a cost function J defined
by (1) subject to mixed constraints (54). If the sets Ui are Clarke regular,
the constraints are ϕi-regular along u, and functions Fi, ℓ, Li are C

1-smooth
then there exist sequences a = (ai)

n
i=1 and b = (bi)

n−1
i=0 with b0 = 0

{
(ai, bi) ∈ ∂Lϕi(qi, ui) (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1)

an ∈ ∂Lϕn(qn)

for which the costate sequence p defined by

pn = −an − λ0dℓ(qn) (55)

and
pi−1 = λ0dqLi−1(qi−1, ui−1) + ai −DqFi−1(qi−1, ui−1)

∗pi (56)

satisfies for all v ∈ TC
Ui−1

(ui−1)

0 ≤ 〈λ0dLi−1(qi−1, ui−1) + bi −DuFi−1(qi−1, ui−1)
∗pi, v〉 (1 ≤ i ≤ n).

Moreover, either a and b are not both identically zero or else λ0 = 1.

Proof. If u is not strictly ϕi-normal, then result follows from the definition
of strict ϕi-normality. On the other hand, if u is strictly ϕi-normal then
there exist real numbers ε, κ > 0 such that

dA(c) ≤ κϕn(rn) + κ

n∑

i=1

ϕi(ri, ci)

for all c within distance ε of u. Using a standard exact penalization argu-
ment and possibly increasing κ we can see that u is a local minimizer of the
function

Λ(c) := J(c) + κϕn(rn) + κ

n∑

i=1

ϕi(ri, ci).

Thus u is extremal for Λ and the result now follows with λ0 = 1.
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Theorem 5.3 is lacking the usual nondegeneracy condition on p and the
conditions on a and b may not be very informative. By strengthening the
assumptions on the sets Si we can obtain a nondegeneracy result for p:

Corollary 5.4. Suppose that in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 5.3
we suppose that the sets Si for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 satisfy, for some κ > 0, the
following bounded slope condition:

(a, b) ∈ ∂Lϕi(q, u) ⇒ ‖b‖ ≤ κ ‖a‖ . (57)

Then either p is nonzero or λ0 = 1.

Proof. In the case where λ0 = 0 we must have a 6= 0, for otherwise the
bounded slope condition will force both a and b to be zero. We can then
see that p is nonzero from (55) and (56).

It’s worth comparing the bounded slope condition given by (57) with
that found in the later chapters of [11], the source from which we borrow
the name.

5.3 Discussion

We conclude with an analysis of an abstract discrete-time optimal control
problem in order to demonstrate some of the above theorems. Let us suppose
we are interested in minimizing a function

J(u) = ℓ(qn) +
n−1∑

i=1

Li(qi, ui)

subject to mixed constraints

{
gj(qi, ui) ≤ 0 (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ r)

hj(qi, ui) = 0 (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ s)

and endpoint constraints

{
Gj(qn) ≤ 0 (1 ≤ j ≤ r)

Hj(qn) ≤ 0 (1 ≤ j ≤ s).

We suppose the all of the above functions are C1-smooth and the the controls
are subject only to the mixed constraints, so that Ui := Ui. Thus the sets
Ui are all Clarke regular.
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Suppose that control u is optimal for the problem and that for each
1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, the only solution to

r∑

j=1

λjdgj(qi, ui) +
s∑

j=1

µjdhj(qi, ui) = 0

satisfying the nonnegativity condition λj ≥ 0 and the complementary slack-
ness condition λjgj(qi, ui) = 0, each for 1 ≤ j ≤ r, is λj , µj ≡ 0. We make
the analogous assumption for constraints Gj and Hj.

In this case the constraints are ϕi-regular along u and so by Theorem
5.3 we can find a sequence (λj,i, µj,i)

n,r
i=1,j=1 satisfying the nonnegativity con-

dition λj,i ≥ 0 and the complementary slackness conditions
{
λj,igj(qi, ui) = 0 (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ r)

λn,iGj(qi) = 0 (1 ≤ j ≤ r)

along with a number λ0 ∈ {0, 1} such that the costate sequence defined by

−pn := λ0dℓ(qn) +

r∑

j=1

λn,jdGj(qn)

and

pi−1 = −λ0dqLi−1(qi−1, ui−1)−

r∑

j=1

λj,i−1dqgj(qi−1, ui−1)

−

s∑

j=1

µj,i−1dqhj(qi−1, ui−1) +DqFi−1(qi−1, ui−1)
∗pi

satisfies for all v ∈ Tui
Ui

〈
λ0duLi(qi, ui) +

r∑

j=1

λj,idugj(qi, ui) +

s∑

j=1

µj,iduhj(qi, ui)−DuFi(qi, ui)
∗pi+1, v

〉

≥ 0 (0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1).

This last inequality forces

DuFi−1(qi−1, ui−1)
∗pi = λ0duLi−1(qi−1, ui−1) +

r∑

j=1

λj,i−1duϕi−1(qi−1, ui−1)

+
s∑

j=1

µj,iduhj(qi, ui)
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Moreover, either λ0 = 1, pn 6= 0, or for some 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1 we have

r∑

j=1

λj,idgj(qi, ui) +
r∑

j=1

µjdhj(qi, ui) 6= 0.

If in addition the constraints can be shown to satisfy the bounded slope
condition:

∥∥∥∥∥∥

r∑

j=1

λj,idugj(qi, ui) +
s∑

j=1

µj,iduhj(qi, ui)

∥∥∥∥∥∥

≤ κ

∥∥∥∥∥∥

r∑

j=1

λj,idqgj(qi, ui) +

s∑

j=1

µj,idqhj(qi, ui)

∥∥∥∥∥∥

for some κ > 0 and for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 then we may suppose that either
λ0 = 1 or else p 6≡ 0.

The results of Section 5.2 can be applied to study the sensitivity of this
problem to perturbations in the constraints. Finally, we remark that in
many cases much more can be said using the results of this paper. For
example, if the problem evolves on a Lie group according to gi := gi−1ui−1

then the techniques of Section 3.2 may be applied and if Fi factors as (22)
then in many applications DqF

∗
i can be profitably expressed in terms of the

fibre derivative. In this case, additional assumptions will lead in a natural
way to a maximum principle as in (23) and (53).
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